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ABSTRACT: With heightened global concern of microbial
drug resistance, advanced methods for early and accurate
diagnosis of infection are urgently needed. Analysis of exhaled
breath volatile organic compounds (VOCs) toward detecting
microbial infection potentially allows a highly informative and
noninvasive alternative to current genomics and culture-based
methods. We performed a systematic review of research
literature reporting human and animal exhaled breath VOCs
related to microbial infections. In this Review, we ﬁnd that a
wide range of breath sampling and analysis methods are used
by researchers, which signiﬁcantly aﬀects interstudy method
comparability. Studies either perform targeted analysis of
known VOCs relating to an infection, or non-targeted analysis to obtain a global proﬁle of volatile metabolites. In general, the
ﬁeld of breath analysis is still relatively immature, and there is much to be understood about the metabolic production of breath
VOCs, particularly in a host where both commensal microﬂora as well as pathogenic microorganisms may be manifested in the
airways. We anticipate that measures to standardize high throughput sampling and analysis, together with an increase in large
scale collaborative international trials, will bring routine breath VOC analysis to improve diagnosis of infection closer to reality.
KEYWORDS: breath, metabolomics, mass spectrometry, infectious disease, respiratory infection, volatile organic compounds, VOCs,
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lobal health organizations and government agencies have
expressed the need for accurate and timely diagnosis of
microbial infection and reduced occurrence of antibiotic
resistance.1,2 Analysis of exhaled breath has the potential to
provide a highly informative and noninvasive alternative to
current methods, many of which are based on invasive
procedures paired with subsequent culture of the pathogen.3
Inert gases and water vapor are the major constituents of
breath. Nonvolatile compounds are predominantly found in
exhaled breath condensate.4,5 Volatile organic compounds
(VOCs) and other low molecular weight compounds (such
as hydrogen and ammonia) can provide a ﬁngerprint of
metabolite production and are released by various bodily
routes, through urine, skin, feces, and breath.6 Exhaled breath
VOCs have been studied extensively for pollutant exposure and
disease diagnosis.7−9 Hundreds of VOCs have been identiﬁed
from breath, which have both endogenous and exogenous
origins.10,11 There are many advantages with analyzing breath
VOCs, which include the following:
© 2017 American Chemical Society

Noninvasive and less strenuous sampling for subjects
Theoretically unlimited samples of breath gas
Free from biological and cellular material
Direct access to the lungs and indirect access to the
systemic circulation
In the past decade, several breath tests have been approved
by the FDA for clinical use.12 For instance, exhaled nitric oxide
is related to asthmatic airway inﬂammation and has been
subsequently approved for clinical use.13,14 Other such breath
tests include diagnosis of Helicobacter pylori15 and detection of a
group of alkanes to screen patients with heart transplant
rejection.16
A range of instruments are used to analyze breath VOCs and
are discussed in more detail elsewhere.17,18 One of the most
commonly used is gas chromatography−mass spectrometry
(GC-MS), usually coupled with a preconcentration method
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Figure 1. Bibliometric assessment including article attrition and study selection ﬂowchart. A diagram showing the systematic review process. Brieﬂy,
articles were ﬁltered through an automated bibliographic database search using keywords. The resultant article list was further reﬁned by way of
inclusion/exclusion criteria and additional quality assessment procedures.

and machine learning techniques within breath research have
also been reviewed.29
Scope of this Systematic Review. A range of VOCs are
emitted by microbes in vitro.30,31 It is therefore assumed that
exhaled breath VOC proﬁles can be linked to volatile
metabolite ﬁngerprints emitted by microbes during infection
pathogenesis within the host environment. The aim of this
systematic Review is to assess research where breath VOCs are
sampled and analyzed, toward diagnosis of microbial infections
and infectious diseases. We will evaluate and compare breath
VOCs related to infection and their sampling and analysis
methods.

such as thermal desorption or solid phase microextraction.
Selected ion ﬂow tube MS (SIFT-MS) and proton-transfer
reaction MS (PTR-MS) instruments are also used to perform
highly sensitive breath VOC analysis without the need for prior
breath capture and preconcentration.19,20 Both instruments use
soft ionization and, in comparison to electron ionization used in
GC-MS, have the advantage that they analyze the intact
product ion, which can then undergo controlled product ion
fragmentation from collision reactions with reagent ions.
Researchers have also applied secondary electrospray ionization-MS (SESI-MS) to breath analysis, avoiding preconcentration and requirement of speciﬁed precursor ions.21 Ion mobility
spectrometry (IMS) and diﬀerential mobility spectrometry
(DMS) instruments oﬀer a more versatile alternative to bulky
MS instruments.22,23 Here, ions are separated in the gas phase,
where the drift time is proportional to the ion’s mobility
through a controlled electrical ﬁeld. Alternatively, electronic
nose (e-nose) devices provide quick and simple classiﬁcation
between gaseous samples and have proven useful in diﬀerentiating disease from healthy subjects via exhaled breath.24,25
Volatile organic compounds are prone to high temporal and
diurnal variation and are inherently unstable depending on their
chemical characteristics and the sampling method employed.
Therefore, as for the majority of small molecule studies,
enhanced data processing methods and standards are required
to ensure robust and unbiased analysis.26,27 Technical standards
and best practices are available and are continually developing
within the breath research community.28 Data preprocessing

■

BIBLIOGRAPHIC SEARCH METHODS

Database Search. Studies were chosen on the basis of their
description to discriminate infected subjects from control
samples using breath VOC analysis. Speciﬁcally, this was based
upon match with relevant keywords, syntaxes, and article type.
This global search was performed using three bibliographic
databases, namely, BIOSIS, Embase, and MEDLINE. Figure 1
shows an overview of the bibliometric process used including
article attrition and study selection process.
Some article types (speciﬁcally patents, letters, conference
abstracts, and reviews) were excluded as they did not provide
complete information about VOCs or methods and therefore
were considered not relevant toward the scope of this Review.
However, relevant articles were archived and reviewed as part
of the quality assessment later on. In most cases, these
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1,3-pentadiene, 2-ethyl-1-hexanol, 2-methyl-1-propanol
acetone, carbon disulﬁde, 1-propanol,2-ethoxy-2-methyl-propane, cyclohexene, methylisobutylketone

↑ 2-methylbutane, ethanol,e,f heptane,e ethylbenzene,f carane, tetradecane,e tetradecanal ↓ acetone,f
tetrahydro-furan, dodecane

N/A
hydrogen nitrate, hydrogen cyanidef
1-methyl-naphthalene,e 1,4-dimethyl-cyclohexane, and derivatives of heptane and benzene (aligned with in
vitro results)
2-pentylfurane
methyl nicotinate
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dimethyl sulﬁde (and multiple microbe speciﬁc VOCs)
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potential breath biomarkers

a
Tuberculosis. bVentilator-associated pneumonia. cInvasive aspergillosis. dHospital-acquired pneumonia/community-acquired pneumonia. eThe same VOC identiﬁed in another study targeting the same
infection (not necessarily same pathogen). fThe same VOC identiﬁed in a study targeting a diﬀerent infection or subject.
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databases listed similar articles; therefore, duplicated articles
were removed during the automated search.
Keywords were grouped into three tiers and were based on
the scope of this Review:
• The ﬁrst tier consisted of mandatory keywords within the
title (“breath” or “exhaled”).
• The second tier included keywords mandatory in the title
or abstract (“volatile(s)” or “VOC(s)” or “marker(s)” and
“infection” or “infectious” or “microbe(s)” or “bacterial” or
“f ungal” or “viral” or “pathogen”).
• The third and ﬁnal tier included search terms that may
have been present within the title, abstract, or text body
(“chromatography” or “spectrometry” or “e-nose” or
“spectrum” or “sensor”). After the bibliographic search,
the resultant research articles were further ﬁltered, in
order to match the inclusion and exclusion criteria.
Article Screening and Selection Criteria. For this step,
the resulting list of articles from the bibliographic database
search was manually selected on the basis of the scope of this
Review. This was accomplished by determining whether an
article’s title and abstract description ﬁt the predeﬁned
exclusion criteria: studies which sampled exhaled breath
condensate only; studies using gas-speciﬁc analyzers (such as
nitric oxide or CO2); studies targeting upper respiratory tract
disorders (for example, rhinitis or halitosis) or where breath
VOC analysis was not performed.
Studies using animal subjects were included. Speciﬁcally,
where studies performed investigations of zoonosis or used
animal models for preclinical translational investigations.
Similarly, studies investigating microbial infection with a
chronic underlying condition, and descriptive feasibility studies,
were also included.
During the database search, several articles were not assigned
with an article type or were duplicated because of grammatical
or punctuation diﬀerences. These articles were removed or
assessed as part of the manual ﬁltration process.
Quality Assessment and Additional Searches. To
reduce article selection bias, the ﬁnal set of articles to be
reviewed was agreed upon by two authors (W.M.A. and
T.M.N.). The inclusion and exclusion criteria were developed
with agreement between all authors.
To ensure only high-quality articles were assessed, the search
was limited to peer-reviewed journals. In addition, only original
research articles with descriptive methods (suﬃcient for
replication of experiments) were chosen. Where patients were
sampled, adherence to ICH-GCP guidelines was mandatory.
A high standard of quality was maintained during database
searches and study selection. The database search was
performed using the STN platform (Chemical Abstracts
Service, American Chemical Society) by two specialists (Center
for Information Services, Royal Philips B.V.). Keywords were
subjected to syntax rules (e.g., keyword order, keyword
distance, suﬃxes, and plurals, among others) within the English
language. Both American and British spelling diﬀerences were
considered.
Additional manual searches were performed through the
literature search engine Scopus (Elsevier B.V., version 2016).
Here, each article from the search results was entered, and the
article’s reference list and citation list were searched for
additional relevant articles, which may have not been included
from the original database search.

Review

REVIEW OF EXTRACTED STUDIES

Principle Findings. The bibliographic database search
extracted 1526 articles. After article screening, study selection,
and quality assessment methods were applied, the list reduced
to 51 articles. The reviewing authors mutually agreed on the
ﬁnal set of articles to be reviewed.
The resultant articles had a publication date from January
2004 to July 2017, and the majority of studies were performed
in European and North American countries. Fewer studies were
performed in Asian and African countries. Several studies
investigated breath VOCs of infection (n = 24), including
pneumonia and nosocomial respiratory infection (n = 9),
pulmonary aspergillosis (n = 5), pulmonary tuberculosis (n =
5), airborne inﬂuenza viral infection (n = 2), and infection of
the circulatory and gastrointestinal systems (n = 3). These
studies are summarized in Table 1. Studies where subjects had
an infection with an underlying noncommunicable disease were
also reviewed (n = 17). Studies also investigated zoonotic
infection or used animal models as preclinical in vivo
experiments (n = 14). Across these categories, bacterial
infections were the most studied (n = 26), followed by fungal
(n = 7), viral (n = 2), and protozoan (n = 1). Others
investigated mixed microbial infection. Some of these studies
focused on the pathogenesis of the underlying disease and
performed experiments on a subgroup with infection.
Respiratory Tract Infections in Humans. Pneumonia
and Nosocomial Respiratory Infection. Respiratory infections
are a common occurrence within hospitals due to the
compromised nature of patients and their exposure to the
clinical microbial community. Sampling from patients within a
clinical setting requires investigators to adhere to regulations
that govern the safety of clinical staﬀ and patients. Therefore,
the development and adaptation of devices to sample safely and
eﬃciently patient breath is mandatory. With IMS-based and enose devices, it is possible to analyze immediately after
sampling; for example, Ruzsanyi et al. and Rabis et al. utilize
IMS-based technology with an overall test accuracy of above
82% from the latter study.32,33 Similarly, Hockstein et al.
showed the ability of a commercial e-nose sensor to
diﬀerentiate exhaled breath gas from mechanically ventilated
patients diagnosed with ventilator-associated pneumonia
(VAP). The authors compared breath analysis to computerized
tomography scans and pneumonia scores, revealing an overall
test accuracy of 60% for the latter.34,35
A number of studies have investigated the capability of breath
analysis to diagnose VAP and other respiratory infections
within patients under mechanical ventilation (n = 6). Filipiak et
al. linked VOCs extracted from the headspace to patient breath,
using cultured swabs as a reference.36 For instance, 4heptanone was found in the headspace of Candida albicans,
and breath samples from patients with conﬁrmed C. albicans
infection. Similarly, Gao et al. found distinctive VOCs in the
headspace of Acinetobacter baumannii culture and linked the
ﬁndings to VAP patients with A. baumannii infection.37
Interestingly, VAP patients with and without A. baumannii
infections could be diﬀerentiated. Both studies use a targeted
approach where VOCs are known prior to in vivo analysis,
thereby increasing conﬁdence in chemical identiﬁcation.
In contrast to targeted analysis, other studies performed
nontargeted analysis. This type of study design theoretically
allows for maximum coverage (depending on the sampling and
analysis methods) of both known and unknown compounds
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same VOC identiﬁed in a study targeting a diﬀerent infection or subject.
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drug treatment. They were also able to show diﬀerences
between patients with human immunodeﬁciency virus and
pTB, compared to pTB alone. Although this could include
VOCs related to the response of the immune system, it also
indicates a VOC proﬁle can depend on the concentration and
diversity of a microbial community within the host environment.
Inﬂuenza. An increased interest for eﬀective treatment of
airborne inﬂuenza virus following an inﬂuenza subtype
A(H1N1) pandemic in 200951 led to studies measuring the
change in a subject’s breath signature over time, after vaccine
inoculation.52,53 It was found that the concentration of breath
VOCs, especially those emitted following an immune response
(nitric oxide and oxidative stress-associated VOCs), was
correlated with vaccine metabolism over time. Philips et al.
showed 2,8-dimethyl-undecane had a positive correlation with
vaccine response over time.52
Infection within Underlying Chronic Lung Disease. Noncommunicable disease can be exacerbated by microbial
pathogens, particularly for pulmonary diseases. Studies focused
on obtaining breath VOC proﬁles of infected subjects together
with an underlying chronic disease. A summary of these studies
is listed in Table 2.
A few studies proﬁled breath VOCs from subjects with
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease and mixed microbial
infection and subsequently were able to distinguish between
infected and noninfected subjects.54,55 It is worth mentioning
that Shaﬁek et al. also found signiﬁcantly diﬀerent “breathprints” for subjects with pneumonia as a comorbidity
(sensitivity 85%, speciﬁcity 86%).55
Pulmonary infection in subjects with cystic ﬁbrosis (CF) was
found to be of particular interest among researchers. Feasibility
studies have described eﬃcient sampling and methods for high
throughput and real-time analysis.56,57 In CF, the majority of
studies focused on proﬁling pulmonary infection by Pseudomonas aeruginosa and targeted highly volatile compounds. One
study reported an increased concentration of pentane and
decrease of methanol; however, they also showed high variance
in VOC intensity between breath samples. 58 Cyanide
compounds have been linked to P. aeruginosa infection within
CF subjects, speciﬁcally hydrogen cyanide and methyl
thiocyanate,59−61 using SIFT-MS together with in vitro
experiments.
To show hydrogen cyanide as a potential breath biomarker of
CF patients with infection, a follow up study with a larger
sample size was performed. The study conﬁrmed that HCN
was indeed an early breath biomarker in children with CF;
however, with low sensitivity, routine diagnostic use is unlikely
to be useful.62 Hydrogen cyanide was also found not to be
characteristic of patients with chronic supportive lung disease
and infection with P. aeruginosa.63 The authors of the latter
study also emphasized the importance of controlled sampling
from the mouth, as hydrogen cyanide had high intersample
variation when collected from the mouth.
Whiteson et al. demonstrated the presence of 2,3-butadione
in both breath gas and microbial metabolism in sputum, an
important outcome for further validating the use of breath
biomarkers.64 Scott-Thomas et al. used GC-MS and detected 2aminoacetophenone (a larger and less volatile compound than
the cyanide compounds mentioned earlier) as a potential
breath biomarker for CF subjects with P. aeruginosa infection
(sensitivity 93.8%, speciﬁcity 69.2%).65 Using similar techniques, two studies alternatively took advantage of nontargeted

within a given sample, usually hypothesis-free and with the use
of multivariate analysis and statistical validation.38,39 Fowler et
al. associated a range of VOCs with lower respiratory tract
infection of patients in the intensive care unit.39 They discussed
that the inﬂuence on breath VOC proﬁle might not solely be
associated with pathogens but also the inﬂammatory response.
Van Oort et al. discovered 1-propanol as a potential biomarker
of bacterial growth in patients with pneumonia.40 With regard
to conﬁrmed VAP diagnosis breath proﬁles, some similar VOCs
were found and linked to metabolic pathways.38 Between the
VAP or VAP-like studies described above, commonly reported
VOCs included ethanol, heptane, nonanal, and carane.
Pulmonary Aspergillosis. Patients with a weakened immune
system may also be prone to infection by Aspergillus spp., the
causative agents of pulmonary aspergillosis. All studies extracted
from the search investigated invasive aspergillosis (IA), a severe
form of pulmonary aspergillosis. Terpene-based compounds
were found in vitro and compared to breath samples from
patients with conﬁrmed IA41,42. Koo et al. reported additional
terpene-based VOCs, supported by reference standards and
argued β-trans-bergamotene was misidentiﬁed as β-farnesene in
an older study.42 Gerritsen et al. also compared in vitro
headspace to breath samples and aligned three VOCs between
the two VOC proﬁles; however, the number of breath samples
were low.43 Chambers et al. performed targeted analysis of 2pentylfuran from culture headspace experiments and showed its
potential as a biomarker for IA.44 However, 2-pentylfuran was
not identiﬁed in other studies, although other low molecular
weight chemical species were found.41−43 One study made use
of e-nose technology, and together with robust feature
classiﬁcation methods, was able to show a distinction between
the breath of prolonged chemotherapy-induced neutropenia
patients with IA infection and healthy controls (cross validated
accuracy of 90.9%).45
Pulmonary Tuberculosis. As mentioned earlier, current
diagnosis of microbial infectious diseases involves sampling
methods which can be invasive. Samples are then cultured and
typed (such as using proteomics-based diagnostics) and/or
analyzed directly for speciﬁc genetic loci. It is important to note
that microbial pathogens may remain dormant for a long period
of time before symptoms of infection emerge and some may
become latent; therefore, the presence of DNA alone does not
mean that there is pathogenicity.
Early diagnosis of pulmonary tuberculosis (pTB) infection is
important to prevent progressive illness and drug resistance;
therefore, several studies have investigated breath VOCs of
subjects infected with Mycobacterium tuberculosis. Philips et al.
found a range of VOCs associated with pTB, notably
methylated and nonmethylated hydrocarbons, with 1-methyl
naphthalene, and 1,4-dimethyl cyclohexane aligned between
both in vitro culture headspace and in vivo patient breath
samples.46 The same authors found methylated and nonmethylated hydrocarbons (including derivatives of benzene)
from larger international studies and with one study analyzing
samples on-site (point-of-care, POC).47,48 Where targeted
analysis was conducted, researchers found methyl nicotinate
increased in patient breath, compared to routine sputum smear
tests.49 This was based upon cited in vitro studies where
nicotinic acid was found in the headspace of cultured
M. tuberculosis.
Another study by Zetola et al. reported distinguishable pTB
breath VOC proﬁles using an e-nose device.50 Interestingly,
these authors reported unique proﬁles of pTB with and without
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1-propanol, butanal, acetophenone,e 1,2-butandiol, 3-pentanone, acetone,e 2-hexanone

↓ 2-butanone,e benzene,e 2-methyl-butanal

toluene, styrene,e benzaldehyde,e 2-ethyl-1-hexanol, α-acetophenone,e 1,1-dimethyl 2-(1-methylethyl)
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7 VOC m/z fragments
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Paratuberculosis. bTuberculosis. cMethicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus. dThe same VOC identiﬁed in another study targeting the same infection (not necessarily same pathogen). eThe same VOC
identiﬁed in a study targeting a diﬀerent infection or subject.
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Table 4. An Overview of Breath Sampling Methods from Reviewed Studies

Infectious Diseases of the Circulatory and Gastrointestinal Systems in Humans. Aside from researching
respiratory infection, studies have also investigated the potential
of breath analysis in infectious diseases of the circulatory or
gastrointestinal system (see Table 1 for a list of relevant
studies). Urea breath tests for Helicobacter pylori infection are
routine practice, where urease intensity is measured (the urease
enzyme pathway is used by H. pylori) after digesting a labeled
carbon isotope of urea, which after urease treatment generates
labeled CO2. With regard to breath VOCs, increased
concentrations of hydrogen nitrate and hydrogen cyanide (by
SIFT-MS) and ethanol and butane (SPME-GC-MS) were
suggested as potential biomarkers of H. pylori infection.71,72
However, these compounds are very volatile, are not species
speciﬁc, are commonly found in breath, and therefore are
diﬃcult to translate into distinguishable biomarkers for H. pylori
infection. In addition, they may not be a suitable cost-eﬀective
alternative to established methods.
As endogenous exhaled breath VOCs are directly linked to
the circulatory system, bloodstream infections have also been
investigated.73 Here, concentrations of some VOCs, most
notably thioesters, have shown to increase after colonization by
the malaria causing protozoan Plasmodium falciparum. After
treatment with antimalarial chemotherapy, the concentration of
thioesters reduced signiﬁcantly. Although thioesters were not

metabolomic methods and found distinguishing VOC features
from the breath, characteristic of CF subjects with infection.66,67 Notably, Neerincx et al. detected a distinctive VOC
proﬁle for Staphylococcus aureus infection in children with CF
(sensitivity 100%, speciﬁcity 80%).67
In contrast, Joensen et al. instead used an e-nose sensor and
reported a signiﬁcant diﬀerence for breath proﬁles of subjects
with CF and P. aeruginosa infection (sensitivity 71.4%,
speciﬁcity 63.3%).68 Interestingly, the authors found no such
separation for patients with primary ciliary dyskinesia and
P. aeruginosa infection. However, separation was found for
other colonized pathogens such as Stenotrophomonas maltophilia, although the study sample size was comparably low and
detection by the e-nose was most likely masked by the excessive
signal from VOCs associated with an inﬂammatory response.
The inﬂuence of multiple microbial coinfection contributing
to CF has also been investigated. One study targeted three
volatile sulfur compounds.69 As for the cyanide compounds
mentioned before, the chosen sulfur compounds are highly
volatile and similarly would show high intersample variation.
Another study identiﬁed 2-pentylfuran from the breath of CF
patients with A. f umigatus infection.70 However, 2-pentylfuran
was also identiﬁed in some patients with no microbial infection.
Additionally, some patients infected with A. f umigatus also had
conﬁrmed infection of Haemophilus inf luenzae and P. aeruginosa
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lipopolysaccharide endotoxin puriﬁed from Escherichia coli to
induce sepsis.87 Several VOCs relating to an inﬂammatory
response (as a result of endotoxin injection) were identiﬁed in
another study, also investigating sepsis in murine models.88

found in the headspace of P. falciparum, they have been linked
to many metabolic processes including lipid degradation.
However, increased concentration of thioesters in breath may
represent the VOC originating from the interaction between
P. falciparum and the host immune system.
Studies Investigating Zoonoses. Early detection of
zoonosis is important to both animal and human health.
Zoonotic infections can ultimately spread between animals and
from animals to humans. Studies investigating zoonosis, or
using animal models, are shown in Table 3.
Bovine respiratory infections were predominantly researched
compared to other zoonoses (60%).74−77 An early pilot study
focused on eﬃcient sampling methods.74 One study focused on
brucellosis, a highly contagious zoonosis, and reported breath
VOCs linked to Brucella abortus infection in bison.77 Early
detection of bovine tuberculosis within cattle would prevent
infection spreading across dairies. Studies were able to
discriminate VOC proﬁles of Mycobacterium bovis from cattle
breath samples.75,76 Interestingly, Peled et al. were able to show
variation in breath VOCs for infected cattle and noninfected
cattle, within dairies categorized as infected or infection-free.75
Another livestock infection, Mycobacterium avium subspecies
paratuberculosis, was studied within ruminants.78,79 Tentative
identiﬁcation of a range of breath VOCs, or a group of VOC
features,78 has been associated with both infected and
noninfected ruminants.
Studies Using Animal Models. Preclinical in vivo models
provide fundamental information about infection pathogenesis,
the host response, and organ function, in pharmaceutical and
medical device development studies. Researchers predominantly used murine animals for infection inoculation and
subsequent breath analysis (see Table 3 for selected
articles),80−83 although in a recent study Mellors et al. used a
macaque animal model to perform nontargeted analysis
investigating diﬀerences in breath proﬁles before and after TB
infection.84 The authors reported several volatiles, of which
dodecane, tridecane, and hexylcyclohexane have been associated with TB in previous human studies.47,48
In other studies by Zhu et al. using murine models, distinct
breath VOC proﬁles between bacterial strains were reported.80
It is noteworthy that only an estimated 25% to 34% of VOC
fragments can be directly linked to in vitro bacterial culture,83
illustrating that the metabolism of the bacterium inside the host
is very diﬀerent compared with when it is cultivated in an
artiﬁcial environment. A further study by the same group with
an increased subject cohort found lung infection could be
robustly discriminated depending on the infected pathogen
(between S. aureus and P. aeruginosa).85
Bean et al. analyzed samples from mice inoculated with
isogenic strains of methicillin-resistant S. aureus, and it was
found that VOC fragments, shared with methicillin-sensitive
S. aureus, showed diﬀerent concentrations between the two
strains.81 In another study by the same group, induced S. aureus
and P. aeruginosa lysates provoked an immune response and
lung damage after 48 h, which correlated with the breath VOC
ﬁngerprint.82 This is important as VOCs could be used to trace
early onset and progress of infection. Where GC was used
instead of SESI-MS, researchers sampled breath of mice
inoculated with Borrelia hermsii and found an increased
concentration in carbon monoxide,86 which reduced after
antibiotic treatment.
Similarly, increased levels of carbon monoxide (normalized
to carbon dioxide levels) were found in rats injected with

■

REVIEW OF BREATH SAMPLING AND ANALYSIS
METHODS
Breath Sampling. Within the scope of this Review, we
found that a wide range of breath sampling methods were used,
as summarized in Table 4. This was however dependent on the
target disease and the environment around the subject.
Sampling devices were only used when transportation or
storage of breath VOCs was necessary.
The portion of breath collected is important in disease
diagnosis. For example, sampling alveolar breath may include a
higher proportion of blood-borne VOCs. In some cases, breath
was sampled from the nose to reduce the inﬂuence of VOCs
originating from the mouth.61,63 Studies using animal subjects
had to develop bespoke breath sampling systems depending on
the animal’s anatomy.75,77,83 Breath from mechanically
ventilated patients was sampled from the ventilator circuit
limb36−38 or by inserting a catheter into the endotracheal
tube.39
Volatile organic compounds can be linked to other factors
not directly associated with disease. These confounding factors
were generally taken into account by most studies using various
methods, including restriction of diet or excessive movement
immediately prior to sampling and smoking restrictions, among
others. Diet is an important consideration as VOCs of interest
may change in concentration and therefore yield false-positive
results.42,89 Where reported, studies deﬁned dietary restrictions
between 1 and 3 h before sampling.
The total volume of sampled breath ranged from a single
breath60 to multiple breaths49,50 to predeﬁned sample gas
volumes.39 One study sampled a total of 100 mL per subject
and concluded this volume was suﬃcient for discriminating CF
subjects with infection (for SPME-GC-MS).56 Gas sampling
bags varied in total volume between studies, up to 10 L.45,54
Some studies stored and transported breath in gas sampling
bags,61 while others deﬁned a time limit between sampling and
analysis.67 Depending on the target infection, a portion of the
breath may be sampled as opposed to total breath sampling.
This is mandatory for blood-borne infection, where many
VOCs may be found in the alveolar breath portion.
Gas sampling bags are known to introduce contaminants into
breath gas and can change VOC concentration during storage
as polar VOCs can adhere to the plastic surface. In addition,
some gas sampling bags are known to be sensitive to amines
and sulfur compounds. Some researchers described a sampling
system where breath was sampled into evacuated steel
containers thereby avoiding adsorption onto sorbent-packed
tubes. 58,69,86 This method was similarly used with a
preconcentration system; however, it was limited to the
number of samples that could be analyzed at any one time.
Storing breath gas in evacuated steel containers has advantages
over gas sampling bags as there is less risk of contamination and
VOC degradation. In comparison, the purge and trap method
(where breath gas is immediately purged onto sorbent tubes)
would allow prolonged storage of breath VOCs (at least several
days) and high-throughput analysis.90,91
With regard to sorbent tube use, some studies used sorbent
material that were not appropriate for semi-quantitative analysis
of highly volatile compounds but were identiﬁed and reported
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Table 5. An Overview of Breath Sample Analysis Methods from Reviewed Studies

a

Parts per billion bParts per trillion. cParts per million.

sorbent tubes, or directly purging breath gas (as possible with
evacuated steel containers), is more suitable for most VOCs.
Instrument settings varied between research groups, depending
on the study design and if VOCs were targeted. Limited
versatility and measurement time restricted GC-based methods
to oﬀ-site analysis in most cases, although point-of-care analysis
was possible in one study that used GC coupled with a surface
acoustic wave detector.48 Here, it was reported that a breath
sample could be measured within six minutes.
With regard to MS instruments, a range of mass analyzers
was used. Studies using nontargeted proﬁling used time-ofﬂight mass analyzers.38,39,66 Many studies described the use of a
single quadrupole mass analyzer (see Tables 1−3). In addition,
studies took advantage of selected ion monitoring mode with
triple quadrupole mass analyzers for targeted quantitive MS-MS
analysis’.44,49,65,70
Where MS was used, the mass-to-charge (m/z) acquisition
range varied between studies. A broad m/z range was set by
some studies thereby reducing the number of scans/second,39
while others set a smaller range (approximately from m/z 20 to
200) more suited to breath VOCs.36,37 To increase sensitivity

anyway. Not all VOCs absorb to all sorbents. For instance,
ethanol, with a carbon number of two, cannot be (semi)quantitatively adsorbed onto many sorbent materials.37 Additional sample preparation may be required depending on the
type of sorbent bed combination used. Volatiles with low vapor
pressure require sorbent beds with a wide carbon absorption
range, such as porous polymers.
Sample Analysis. Breath VOCs can be measured in realtime or oﬀ-line. The latter encompasses analysis oﬀ-site (where
measurement was performed in a laboratory environment) or at
the point-of-care (measurement in the same environment as the
subject but not in real-time). The choice of instrument
determined the type of analysis that could be performed.
Sample analysis instruments are summarized in Table 5.
Gas chromatography coupled to MS is a popular analysis
method throughout studies that use prior volatile extraction but
requires that breath gas be preconcentrated prior to analysis.
Many desorption methods are used for preconcentrating
breath. Solid phase microextraction (SPME) is the most
frequently used preconcentration method. However, SPME is
highly biased toward hydrophobic VOCs, and use of multi704
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of detection by GC for very volatile compounds, one study
used a ﬂame ionization detector,58 while another study
additionally used a chemical ionization source with MS.65
The mechanism behind PTR-MS and SIFT-MS allows highly
sensitive real-time analysis of targeted breath VOCs.57,59,60,63 In
some circumstances, a lack of suitable sampling inlets or study
design meant these instruments were used at the point-of-care
but not in real-time.53,62,71 Similarly, studies using SESI-MS,
where developed for real-time analysis, measured breath VOCs
at the point-of-care.
Mass spectrometry-based approaches are known to have high
operational costs and lack portability, when compared to IMSbased detectors and e-nose sensors. To this end, some
researchers measured breath VOCs using portable multicapillary column IMS instruments. The diﬀerences between
IMS-based platforms used within studies are described
elsewhere.23 Researchers were able to perform point-of-care
or real-time measurements with IMS-based instruments,
although some were proof-of-concept studies with a low
sample size.33,78
In comparison, e-nose devices were the most commonly used
instrument for real-time analysis of breath VOCs. This is
because they are comparatively simple to operate and adaptable
depending on study requirements. There are many variations in
e-nose device sensors, which included the commercial
Cyranose 320,34,35,45,54,55,68 coated quartz microbalance
sensors,50 and a nanomaterial-based sensor array.75,77 Consequently, speciﬁcity of volatiles and detection sensitivity will
diﬀer between sensing mechanisms.
Quality Assurance and Data Analysis. Quality assurance
procedures are important for small molecule analysis.92,93
Compared to serum or urine metabolomics, quality assessment
and control methods in breath research are relatively underdeveloped.
Research of sampling standardization has raised some
important issues.94−97 With regard to breath sample quality,
some studies sampled ambient air parallel to breath samples.
Theoretically, VOCs present in environmental air samples are
exogenous to breath and therefore could be subtracted from
breath sample VOCs.
The diverse use and interpretation of reference standards and
materials was observed. Analytical standards included use of
target analyte standards,65,67 permeation tubes,63 retention
indexing mixtures,48 and certiﬁed reference mixtures.39
However, not all studies described the use of analytical
standards, depending on the instrument used. For example,
reagent ions used in soft ionization methods were used to
measure instrument precision.
Reporting standards have been published for metabolomic
studies.26,27 These standards allow necessary chemical and data
analysis recommendations for studies, and these are particularly
important in breath VOC research.
As breath VOC samples can have a high number of variables
and confounding factors, most studies performed various
univariate and multivariate analysis with the acquired VOC
data. In most cases, exploratory unsupervised analysis was
performed to gain an insight into how the data were correlated.
Several unsupervised multivariate methods were employed,
such as principal component analysis (PCA), fuzzy c-means, or
hierarchical clustering analysis (HCA). To counteract high
intersubject variability and reduce the dominant eﬀect of high
concentration VOCs, alternative data processing methods have
been described.39,98

In addition to unsupervised analysis, some researchers
additionally employed supervised learning methods to further
assess breath VOC data based on predeﬁned hypotheses.
Where data were deemed to have a linear relationship, linear
discriminant analysis (LDA) and partial least-squares-discriminant analysis (PLS-DA) were used. Studies using nonlinear
methods included k-nearest neighbor, random forest (RF),
support vector machines (SVM), and weighted digital analysis
(WDA). Further information on the use of these chemometric
approaches is described in detail elsewhere.99 However, such
multivariate methods, which are based on training a computational algorithm, risk data overcorrection, and it is important to
avoid false discovery.100 Studies reduced the likelihood of
statistical bias by robust validation of their statistical methods.
In some studies, metabolite pathway databases were used to
evaluate VOCs for possible network linkage with host
metabolism.38,76 Where targeted analysis of known VOCs was
performed, multivariate methods were not used. However, in
some nontargeted studies, acquired data was processed without
additional statistical or hypothesis-free classiﬁcation.36,41,42
Here, the authors explain that VOC proﬁles of subjects should
be treated on an individual basis, thereby eliminating the eﬀect
of data overcorrection and reducing interference associated
with confounding factors.36,42

■

DISCUSSION
Breath contains a complex mixture of VOCs comprising many
diﬀerent chemical species from endogenous and exogenous
sources. The host immune response to microbial invasion and
pathogenesis can result in an enhanced VOC proﬁle, thereby
masking VOCs emitted directly from microbes. As perhaps
expected, authors have reported the absence of VOCs from in
vitro headspace when compared to breath samples,37,73 which is
because of biochemical diﬀerences due to host−pathogen
interactions that are missed in artiﬁcial culture. For example, a
study found only four out of eight volatiles were aligned
between in vitro and in vivo breath samples for A. baumannii.37
It has been reported that less than half of a VOC proﬁle may be
linked directly to microbial pathogens.83 This is evident when
aligning bacterial metagenomics and breath VOC analysis.101
Additionally, cocultures have shown release of distinctive VOCs
in headspace.102,103 Notably, P. aeruginosa has been shown to
exacerbate the growth of A. f umigatus when cocultured
together.103 This suggests distinctive VOCs may be produced
for each pathogen−pathogen, pathogen−host, and host−
disease interaction.
An observation made between some studies was an increase
in terpene-based compounds found in breath samples linked to
invasive aspergillosis.41,42 Bacterial infection may also emit
distinctive chemical groups depending on their individual
virulence mechanisms. For example, many studies targeting
P. aeruginosa reported nitrogen-containing compounds.59,60,89
Furthermore, branched hydrocarbons were found across studies
investigating tuberculosis in both humans and animals.46,49,75,76
Branched hydrocarbon VOCs, together with increased
concentration of inert gases, were reported across many
nontargeted studies and could indicate a host’s inﬂammatory
response to infection rather than the presence of a particular
microbial species.37,39,86 Breath samples in studies investigating
inﬂuenza vaccination were not taken from subjects without
prior vaccine treatment. Breath VOCs were therefore associated
with oxidative stress and inﬂammatory response caused by the
vaccine, which included branched hydrocarbons.52,53
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have discussed the potential origin of these VOCs, the quest for
ﬁnding highly selective breath biomarkers is without doubt very
challenging, especially with the lack of deﬁned chemical
identiﬁcation workﬂows and standardized methodologies in
breath research. However, breath analysis alone will not
constitute a complete diagnosis for a disease yet may prove
useful when combined with other routine diagnostic methods,
symptoms, and subject activity and medical history.
Clinical breath samples may include additional VOCs linked
to drug treatment, for example, anesthetic agents found in
patient breath after recovering from surgery.11 In addition,
when VOC proﬁles are associated with a particular infection,
the inﬂuence of noninfectious underlying conditions must also
be taken into account.39 It is clear that sampling humans is very
complex as they are exposed to many other factors, both
intrinsic and extrinsic, as reviewed in Goodacre et al.,111 which
might aﬀect the microbiome and, hence, the ability to predict
infection status accurately.
With many studies, the accuracy of breath VOC analysis is
relied upon by the positive identiﬁcation of infection by
comparative invasive diagnosis. If false-positive or -negative
identiﬁcation is given by these methods, the overall accuracy of
breath VOC analysis may be reduced and hence unreliable. The
most widely used statistical validation method was the leaveone-out technique; however, it is often more appropriate to use
resampling methods such as bootstrapping.112,113 This is
especially important as many studies use small sample sizes
and statistically processed data can be interpreted in diﬀerent
ways.114 By way of example, studies have processed data with
and without statistical validation and have found diﬀerences in
overall test accuracy,34,35 which suggests that the data generated
are perhaps not appropriate for predictive analyses. It is worth
stressing that these invasive diagnostic methods are used as the
primary reference data and if such data contain errors then
these errors will be propagated throughout analysis; the adage
“garbage in−garbage out”, coined by Zupan and Gasteiger, is
particularly relevant here for chemical data calibrated by “gold
standard” data that are not so “golden”.115
Breath VOC analysis for detecting infection requires further
research and development. For cases where VOCs are wellcharacterized, applications for fast on-site diagnosis are being
developed.116 However, no current VOC biomarkers of
infection have been clinically approved as of yet. Increased
research output and understanding of VOC metabolic pathways
would increase conﬁdence diagnostic approval.
With regard to breath VOC analysis for diagnosis, costeﬀectiveness is very important. In order for a test to be costeﬀective, a compromise between diagnostic accuracy, the
prevalence of an infection, and monetary cost per sample is
required. This is especially important when aiming to replace
current practices or propose new breath biomarkers. Current
low cost e-nose devices perform binary classiﬁcation between
multiple samples, limiting their VOC measurement ability and
requiring prior sample training. However, some researchers
have argued a binary classiﬁcation is all that is needed for
diagnosis,35 and sensors selective for volatiles are under
development.
The use of e-nose and IMS technology within the clinical
environment is particularly interesting, as devices can be tailormade and easy-to-use for clinical staﬀ. In addition, sensor
electronics can be mass-produced making integration into
routine diagnosis less demanding than other technologies,
resulting in low cost infection disease diagnostics.117

Bean et al. grouped similar mass spectral fragmentation
patterns into one VOC identity, to reduce incorrect
identiﬁcation.82 Rounding exact mass to the nearest integer
from high resolution instruments is a useful technique for small
molecules,104 although we would stress that many metabolomics studies use accurate mass to infer molecular formulae
of an analyte under analysis.26
The ideal m/z range for breath analysis depends on the
research hypothesis. Many VOCs characteristically have a mass
spectral molecular ion peak below m/z 200, although this
molecular weight is somewhat arbitrary. Some volatile and
semivolatile chemicals in breath have distinguishable molecular
ion peaks above m/z 200 (for example, pentadecane molecular
ion peak m/z = 212), consequently reducing accuracy of
identiﬁcation within nontargeted experiments. In addition, the
percentage probability of tentative identiﬁcation may be
lowered or less accurate.
Matching VOCs were identiﬁed across studies. Hydrogen
cyanide was associated with both H. pylori infected subjects and
P. aeruginosa infection in CF subjects.62,71 Two studies
investigating bovine tuberculosis using the same analytical
methods, however, found only two matching VOCs.75,76
Concentration levels for ethanol and heptane were contradictory between studies investigating respiratory infection
within the intensive care unit.36−39 Hydrogen cyanide was
well characterized in the breath of patients with infection and
CF but was not suitable for diagnosis due to low sensitivity.62 2Pentylfuran has been proposed as a biomarker for invasive
aspergillosis,105 although this has not been replicated by other
groups in either in vitro headspace experiments or patient
breath samples.41,42,106 2-Pentylfuran was also quantiﬁed in
foodstuﬀs by the same researchers.107 Similarly, 2-aminoacetophenone, a proposed biomarker of P. aeruginosa infection
in CF patients, was also found in foodstuﬀs.89
This raises the concern that breath VOC proﬁles are
inﬂuenced by the environment or activity before or during
sampling. Preference of sampling methods by research groups
primarily relied upon the analysis capabilities, the target
infection being studied, and the portion of breath collected
(and this is reviewed in depth elsewhere108). For example,
access to intensive care units, site inclusion in under-developed
countries, or facilities for animal studies may be diﬃcult to
organize. This diversity makes breath sampling standardization
eﬀorts diﬃcult across the breath research community. For
example, if sampling breath from the nose, the presence of
upper respiratory pathogens must be considered, for example
P. aeruginosa nasal infection often precedes lung infection in
cystic ﬁbrosis. Where breath is sampled from a mechanical
ventilator, it is important to consider exogenous VOCs from
ventilator tubing and inhaled anesthetics contamination during
sampling and analysis within the intensive care unit.40,109
Another key concern is the lack of consistency of proposed
breath biomarkers that were not found in other studies
investigating the same infection. For example, out of three
studies investigating lung infection in intensive care
patients,37−39 only 4/26 potential breath biomarkers were
matched between two or more studies (tetradecane, nonanal,
ethanol, and heptane). Several breath biomarkers were also
found for other diseases; for instance, nonanal was identiﬁed in
the breath of patients with VAP and in patients with lung
cancer from other studies.110 Another example from within the
review is ethanol, which was also found in patients with
H. pylori infection and tuberculosis infection.46,72 Although we
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International multicenter studies remove experimental bias
from tentative biomarkers identiﬁcations and increase conﬁdence for application in clinical diagnosis.25,47,48,118 We have
noticed that fewer studies were performed in continents
generally considered to have higher occurrence of infectious
diseases. Future research could include sites in countries with a
higher prevalence of a speciﬁc infection. Investigators new to
breath analysis may ﬁnd recent technical standards useful; for a
review of standardization eﬀorts across sampling and analysis of
breath, see ref 28.
The continued interest in breath analysis for noninvasive and
fast identiﬁcation of infection is evident by the exponential rise
in research publications over the past decade. With concerns of
antimicrobial resistance and invasiveness of current methods,
breath analysis is proving valuable and advantageous for early
detection of microbial infection.
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